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Abstract

Integrated molecular diagnostic systems (iMDx), which are automated, sensitive, specific, user-

friendly, robust, rapid, easy-to-use, and portable, can revolutionize future medicine. This review

will first focus on the components of sample extraction, preservation, and filtration necessary for

all point-of-care devices to include for practical use. Subsequently, we will look for low-powered

and precise methods for both sample amplification and signal transduction, going in-depth to the

details behind their principles. The final field of total device integration and its application to the

clinical field will also be addressed to discuss the practicality for future patient care. We envision

that microfluidic systems hold the potential to breakthrough the number of problems brought into

the field of medical diagnosis today.
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I. Introduction

IN comparison to the commonly equipped hospital laboratory, a majority of on-site medical

field ranging from international military zones to areas of rural and impoverished isolations

have lagged behind the rest of the world in terms of health care. While many technological

advances in the developed world have allowed the average hospital to successfully treat its

patients, several key challenges oppose similar gains to the rest of the world. In an effort to

alleviate the equipment burden, significant growth in the field of microfluidics as depicted

by reviews such as Fiorini and Chiu has propelled the concept of “lab on a chip” as a viable

alternative [1]. When in a developing area, the need for careful sample preparation and

device design is critical to long lasting medical diagnostics. Crude samples, whether it be

blood, urine, or saliva, must first be treated before the proper biomolecules can be detected.

Such prerequisites call for buffer dilutions in addition to several other prediagnostic

preparation steps for sample retrieval and conditioning. Methods of on-chip sample

preparation, sample mixing, and cellular lysis have to preserve the biomolecules necessary,

while at the same time create a simple, durable, and energy-efficient device design for any

resource applications. Once preserved and filtered, sensitive, low-powered sample

amplification and detection of desired components becomes another obstacle to a POC

platform. Biomolecules of interest such as DNA, RNA, and proteins become primary

methods of disease detection and individually dictate separate collection of treatment

protocols. Although each biomolecule demands its own set of amplification steps, a device

which collectively tests for all three allows for a series of confirmatory steps necessary for

both a precise and accurate diagnosis. Integrating the entire diagnostic process on a single,

easy-to-use device to effectively apply in a clinical setting plays the final lock in bridging

the gap between the developed and developing world. A fully functional and efficient

integrated molecular diagnostic system (iMDx) platform must be able to accurately detect

the desired biomarkers while independently handling a biospecimen from retrieval to signal

transduction. Creating an elegant but durable design incorporating all components of sample

treatment and detection will offer the next step to solving clinical issues with a greater level

of simplification for both a developed and developing setting. As of now, elegant reviews

written by Vo-Dinh and Cullum, and Bashir et al. have already noted the timed development

of biosensors and separate on-chip components aiding in medical diagnostics [2], [3]. This

review paper focuses on the field of microfluidics to comfortably fulfill the necessary

medical niche in low-resource settings, and will discuss critical criteria to achieve reliable

and affordable diagnostic systems. Each section of the review will be equipped with a

timeline portraying the series of developments leading up to possible integrations into an

iMDx platform.

II. Sample Preservation and Preparation

A. Sample Preservation

Sample/reagent preservation is a critical component for POC platforms in limited resource

settings. In order to ensure a proper diagnostic performance, any necessary POC reagents or

collected sample biospecimens need to be preserved during storage or transport for

downstream assays. Integration of sample/reagent storage and downstream assays on a
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microfluidic system would significantly relieve demands from end-users, thereby offering a

very viable solution in enabling an entire sample-to-answer platform in limited resource

settings. Within the past decade, numerous strides have been made in developing and

advancing on-chip sample preparation techniques for potential use in an iMDX platform

(Fig. 1).

A bioinspired material for sample preservation has recently received much attention, using a

trehalose sugar-based glassification found in nature. The material has been modeled by

tardigrades, known as water bears, and brine shrimp going through a phenomenon known as

anhydrobiosis [4] as an active response to adverse environments to survive in extreme

dehydration and elevated temperatures for over 120 years. This survival mechanism arrests

their metabolic activity and turns each organism into a “tun” state after complete

dehydration [5]. The trehalose within these anhydrobiotic organisms protects important

biological elements (e.g., DNA, RNA, proteins, membranes, and cellular systems) from

harsh environments by the formation of a glass-like shell, securely “shrink-wrapping” DNA

and protecting it against degradation. It has a higher glass transition temperature than that of

other general sugars, enabling glassification at an elevated temperature to ensure the use of

trehalose only in extreme cases [6]. Protective effects of trehalose can be accounted for by

two stabilizing mechanisms; the stabilization of membranes and lipid assemblies at very low

levels of hydration, and the stabilization of biological macromolecules in the folded state

under conditions that would normally promote their denaturation [7]–[10]. The unique

properties of trehalose make it a sufficient candidate for long-term on-chip dehydration

preservation at ambient temperatures. Other components such as sucrose and dextran have

also been shown to complement the trehalose preservation of biomolecules. The Yager

laboratory at the University of Washington showed a good example utilizing trehalose in a

microfluidic system by performing a controlled release of dry reagents with temporal and

spatial distribution upon rehydration [6], [8]. The lab developed a final formulation which

consisted of 5% sucrose, 5% trehalose, and 1% BSA. Their experimentation showed the

utility of storing reagents separately and then combining them immediately prior to use in a

simple POC platform.

In an effort to advance the trehalose, Biomatrica, the Biostabiliity Company, has developed

multiple commercial products based on the trehalose technique to stabilize and preserve

DNA/RNA/enzymes/proteins either in purified form, whole blood, saliva, or tissues at room

temperatures for up to 12 years. The use of these products are reflected in a series of

publications including forensic applications [11], [12], sample preservation after collection

[13], and storage of oligonucleotides [14].

An alternative material for sample/reagent preservation is sol–gel. Park et al. have

developed a novel formulation of nanoporous sol–gel microarrays with physical properties

applicable for protein immobilization and RNA–protein interaction in a microfluidic format

[15]. The sol–gel system is capable of holding an extreme level of sensitivity (femtogram

scale), due to the large amounts of active proteins that can be preserved in a 3-D dual-

nanoporous sol–gel matrix. Sol–gel technology functions perfectly without the need for

affinity capture tags or recombinant proteins, enabling the entrapment of proteins in their

native state.
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A method of freeze-drying, also known as lyophilization, has also been used as a method for

sample and reagent storage in a wide variety of settings. Although lyophilizaiton does

provide long-term stability to reagents, both freezing and drying steps have been known to

add an additional stress to designated reagents. Research in lyophilization protocols have led

to numerous lyoprotective effects through the addition of certain protective compounds

beforehand, and continue to show great promise in the future [16], [17].

B. Sample Preparation

Sample preparations are typically performed in laboratory settings with time consuming,

multistep, and labor-intensive processes. In order to fulfill the requisites for a fully

functional POC platform, the capability of an autonomous, efficient, and multiplexed sample

preparation method is vital for any selected downstream assays. Unfortunately, due to the

diverse source of biospecimens, each with their respective source of detectable

biomolecules, the development of both a wholesome and simple sample preparation

technique becomes a challenge to implement in device designs.

The presence of bacteria cells in crude blood samples offers direct confirmation toward the

presence of pathogenic material. Recently, a microfluidic device developed by Ai et al.

utilized surface acoustic waves (SAWs) to separate particles and cells of varying properties

[18]. Acoustic radiation force, highly dependent on a component’s mechanical

characteristics, would thereby separate unidentical cells toward different nodes and

ultimately different outlets as seen in Fig. 2. Using this microfluidic device allows the

separation of bacteria and normal blood cells, providing specific organisms for efficient

downstream analyses.

In certain cases, the preservation of whole blood enables diagnosis of unique diseases.

Specific pathogens, such as plasmodium, parasites (malaria), and HIV virus, replicate in

blood cells and have higher counts than in plasma. For serum analysis, once blood cells are

filtrated, pathogens in the serum will be lysed and the DNA/RNA/proteins will be stored.

To endeavor autonomous sample preparation, our laboratory have developed SIMBAS

(Self-powered Integrated Microfluidic Blood Analysis Systems) as shown in Fig. 2 [19]. To

effectively harvest the pathogenic information, we successfully separated a large portion of

blood cells and plasma through a sedimentation-based sample fractionation system. Well-

optimized trenches separate blood cells (red blood cells and white blood cells) effectively

allowing for the extraction of human genes and proteins (i.e., hemoglobin). The downstream

plasma after an array of trenches contains smaller and lighter cells such as bacterial,

plasmodium, and viral cells, which can be delivered to a lysis module for further pathogenic

module separation. An advantage of SIMBAS is that it is self-powered by a prevacuumed

polymer, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). This becomes a simple solution for powerless

microfluidic operations that can be optimized for various field applications like a POC

device.

The need for continuous flow separation methods has also led to the emergence of several

innovative methods of mechanical separation, most notably in the field of microfiltration.

Selective segregation based upon particle size differences between red blood cells (2 μm)
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and white blood cells (5 μm) allows for varying degrees of extraction before complications

in critical pore size, blood passing capability, and trapping or filtering efficiency. Recently

however, research by Ji et al. has led to filtrate designs appropriately named U-Filter and

Snake, demonstrating an efficient cross-flow design while allowing for high blood passing

capability [20]. Microfilter devices, operating entirely on capillary action and transverse-

flow, also play a role in a passive on-chip method for blood plasma separation [21].

Transverse or cross-flow filtration produces high separation efficiencies by reducing the

accumulation of clogging elements on the filter face. Filtration is thus a highly efficient, but

short-lived preparation method. Problems with clogging, preferential low flow rate, and

typical blood dilution requirements require the development of innovative designs to

properly fulfill POC practicality.

As opposed to mechanical separation, Haeberle et al. implemented a decanting chamber on a

rotating lab-disk to extract plasma by means of centrifugation [22]. While such a device

requires a rotating motor, further research has led to designs inducing the centrifugal force

by flow through curved channels. Sollier et al. developed a spiral design allowing for

injection in the center, where the centrifugal force induces flow in the curved channels to

obtain continuous fragmentation and flow particulates and plasma into an end outer and

inner channel, respectively [23]. Unfortunately, while the centrifugal force makes particles

with a higher density than plasma travel toward the outer channel wall, the presence of a

Dean drag force from high flow rates causes particles to circulate and mix. Recent

development of a 180° bend device is suggested to allow opposing Dean forces to contribute

in separation, prevailing over the centrifugal effect [24], [25]. Sample preparation through

use of centrifugation supports a high flow rate, simple fabrication, no clogging design that

through further development in coupling with hydrodynamic principles shows great

promise.

Hydrodynamic effects, rather than particle retention or the use of external centrifugal forces,

exploit a natural phenomenon in blood flow found in networks of branched blood capillaries

through the use of channel bifurcations. Blood flows in microcirculation are characterized

by a narrow cell-free layer located nearby channel walls. Several devices have been noted to

use wide and shallow channels in a rectangular cross section to create an inverted T-

bifurcation with one inlet, the feed channel, and two outlets, a large drain channel with a

smaller perpendicular plasma collection duct [26], [27]. A similar device proposed by Faivre

et al. utilizes the cross section of a microfluidic channel to modify the spatial distribution of

cells downstream of a narrowed channel and increase the cell-free layer adjacent to the

boundary [28] as shown in Fig. 2. According to the hydrodynamic effect, cells are drawn

into the higher flow rate drainage vessel from the asymmetric distribution of shear forces on

the surface of cell, allowing plasma to then enter the two outer outlets. Yang et al.

experimented in increasing the total plasma volume by placing five parallel plasma channels

within the device instead of a single bifurcating region [29]. Higher volumes of plasma were

thereby extracted allowing for greater concentration of desired biomolecules for downstream

analysis. The hydrodynamic effect ultimately implements a robust and efficient blood

plasma separation method utilizing a high flow rate. Unfortunately, a low extraction yield

due to a limited number of bifurcating channels gives room for further design improvement.
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Cell lysis is another desired but an optional component of the sample preparation in

fulfilling iMDx. Any pathogenic cells, bacteria or viruses in plasma can undergo lysis—

breaking down biological containment and enabling downstream molecule-based detection.

Lysis modules can also be tuned for the selective disruption of mammalian cells when whole

blood is contaminated with bacteria or other pathogen. Selective lysis allows for the widest

flexibility of the sample output for downstream assay (lysate of select pathogens).

1) Electrochemical Lysis—Electrochemical lysis allows one to selectively lyse the cells

in the blood sample. Since there are no chemical reagents involved, electrochemical lysis

would not interfere with downstream assay. Low power will also be possible since electrical

fields can be highly concentrated in microscale geometries [30]. Research with alkali

solutions has also allowed researchers to create an on-chip cell lysis based on local

hydroxide electro-generation [31], [32]. Hydroxide ions, generated electrochemically within

the device by a palladium electrode, irreversibly porate the membrane of a cell and lead to

cellular lysis.

2) Chemical Lysis—Chemical disruption is a common and theoretically simple method of

cellular lysis used in a wide range of experiments. At its core, the lysis revolves around the

use of detergents or alkali materials to chemically deteriorate/solubilize the proteins and

lipids present within the membrane of targeted cells. Recent discoveries have led to the

integration of chemical lysis in bioanalytical assays on a microfluidic chip. Schilling et al.

developed a relatively simple diffusion-based microfluidic system that allows the continuous

lysis of bacterial cells in addition to the fractionation and detection of a large intracellular

enzyme [33]. A cell suspension and a chemical lytic agent enter through separate inlets into

the lysis channel, where the two liquids mix only through lateral diffusion. In a very similar

integration, Irimia et al. use a microfabricated device for the controlled mixing of a picoliter

cell suspension and lysis solution [34]. Virtual walls formed by pockets of air within the

fluids were allowed to expand and detract through electrically-driven heaters, pressurizing

the liquids and forcing them to move from channel to channel in intended directions.

Drawing the air out of the capillary allowed a mechanically gentle nature of lysis, mixing

the cell solution and chemical lysate together. Another device developed by Sethu et al.

notably achieves complete lysis of erythrocytes and approximately total recovery of

leukocytes by exposing cells to an isotonic buffer for 40 s [35]. Methods using the device for

purposes of a massively parallel lytic experiment can reportedly process several milliliters of

whole blood in less than 15 min. While the device has focused specifically on erythrocytes,

adaption of the platform mechanism may allow it to become incorporated on a fully

integrated device for future sample preparation. Chemical methods are particularly attractive

because extensive experience and well-established protocols for large samples are available.

Unlike other lysis methods though, a separate fluid or lysate is typically needed to treat the

experimental cell suspension.

3) Acoustic Lysis—A relatively uncommon, acoustic lysis involves the use of ultrasonic

waves to generate localized areas of high pressure and create cavitation. Cavitation,

referring to the formation and instant collapse of cavities (bubbles or nuclei) within a liquid,

in turn destroys nearby cells and performs lysis. To do this, an equipment such as a horn,
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bell, or other specialized tool is necessary to create the proper acoustic waves. Taylor et al.

discovered a microfluidic model that rapidly captures bacterial spores on a filter, washes the

spores with water, and then disrupts the spores in the presence of glass beads by applying

ultrasonic energy through a thin-film flexible interface [36]. By placing the ultrasound horn

tip in contact with a flexible interface, pulses of positive pressure, temperature increase, and

streaming flow acted together to get the beads moving in violent motion and produce a

sufficient force to achieve cell disruptions. With relatively high lysing speeds, ultrasound

lysing destroys the integrity of the cell wall and provides an extract of intracellular

components (typically DNA) in an efficient and uninhibited manner. This method however

has the disadvantages of a nonuniform energy distribution, large volume from the ultrasonic

transducer, and high-power consumption from the general ultrasonic operation. Costly and

difficult to reproduce, acoustic lysis would have to undergo several price and equipment

changes before becoming practical for iMDx.

4) Mechanical Lysis—Biological cells are not rigid particles. This philosophy is the key

to mechanical lysis. Mechanical lysis occurs when the cell membrane (and/or cell wall) is

sheared, punctured, pressured, or mechanically disrupted in some way to release the contents

of its cytoplasm. Di Carlo et al. discovered a micromechanical filter where cells, forced

through at a certain flow rate, would come into contact with a series of nanoscaled barbs

(nanoknives) [37]. Cells passing through the filter would first be punctured by the

nanoknives, and then proceed by forming and disassociating multiple protrusions of the cell

body into the gaps between the knives. Improvements to this design were developed by Yun

et al. by fabricating handheld ultrasharp nanoblade arrays which would lyse cells both at a

faster speed and minimization of the lysate dead volume [38]. An alternative design was

discovered by Kim et al. that uses pure mechanical stress with a deflected PDMS membrane

between two microchannels [39]. As the pressure from the controlled channel begins,

compressive stress is directly applied to the cell through the PDMS. Increasing the pressure

slowly brings all cells into direct contact with the deflected membrane, forcing cells to begin

to burst and release their intracellular content. Unfortunately, construction of a microfluidic

device incorporating the aspects needed for mechanical lysis (nanoknives, PDMS, and

beads) may become complex and costly. To improve, research must be made in finding

simpler and more effective methods for not only lysing, but also obtaining the biomolecules

necessary for downstream analysis.

5) Thermal Lysis—One of the more firmly established techniques for DNA analysis,

thermal lysis has made a strong presence in numerous research groups. Heat produced from

an external generator is applied to targeted cells, and as a result, poration occurs within the

cellular membrane. Given enough energy, the formation of pores becomes severe and

irreversible, thereby leading to lysis and a release of intracellular components. Waters et al.

created a microfluidic device incorporating thermal cell lysis, multiplex PCR amplification,

and electrophoresis of the amplified products [40]. In order to perform the lysis, however,

the entire microchip was thermally cycled in a commercial thermal cycler. More recently,

Privorotskaya et al. reported a rapid thermal lysis of cells through the use of silicon–

diamond microcantilever heaters [41]. These microcantilever heaters, fabricated from

selectively doped single crystal silicon, provide a uniform distribution of local resistive
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heating and cell immobilization on the cantilever surface. After electrically heating the

cantilevers, all the cells compromised, with no clear intact membrane observed. DNA

molecules were seen to still reside on the cantilever surface during the lysis process,

allowing for potential downstream analysis. Thermal lysis offers a reliable and

straightforward method to the extraction of both bulk and single-cell DNA. Unlike other

lysis methods, the clean application of heat requires only a simple device and avoids all the

complications of lysate purification, high-voltage safety, or complex device manipulation.

However, despite the numerous advantages, necessity for an external power source adds

both to the cost and storage of thermal experimentation. High temperatures also denature a

majority of non-DNA biomolecules within the cell, and the violent bursting of the cell

membrane can potentially create a lysate in need of purification.

6) Electrical Lysis—Due to its speed and reagentless feature, electrical lysis has become a

growing field in bioanalytical research. The science behind electrical disruption revolves

around the fact that the bilayer structure of a cell membrane is dielectric. When a cell

becomes exposed to an external field, a trans-membrane potential is produced and the

attraction of opposite charges between the inner and outer membrane generates the

compression pressure. The resulting cell membrane becomes thinner and increasingly

permeable, and if the electrical field strength surpasses a critical value, an irreversible

breakdown of the cell membrane will cause the cell to spill its intracellular content.

Integrating several steps required for bioanalytical experimentation, McClain et al. created a

device that incorporated cell handling, rapid cell lysis, electrophoretic separation, and

detection of fluorescent cytosolic dyes [42]. Loaded cells were then hydrodynamically

transported to a region on a microfluidic device where they were focused and rapidly lysed

using an electric field. The voltage applied to lyse the cells was supplied by a function

generator coupled with an ac amplifier (with dc offsets) in a desire to avoid electrolysis.

Although the device offers a relatively fast and efficient method for full biomolecular

analysis, after 45 min of continuous use, the separation performance on the microfluidic

device began to degrade. Contrary to the use of an ac current, Wang et al. developed a

microfluidic flow-through device with a specialized geometric modification for high-

throughput electrical lysis based completely on the continuous dc voltage [43]. Although a

dc field simplifies the need of using electrical pulses, it generates bubbles due to the

electrolysis of water and Joule heating associated with the high field strength needed. By

geometrically modifying the size of a microchannel, the overall voltage needed to lyse the

cells dramatically decreases. In a very similar discovery, Lee and Cho added on to the idea

of a geometric modification by creating a continuous and low-voltage cell lysis device in

which the width and length of a channel constrict to generate focused high electric field

strength for cell lysis as shown in Fig. 3 [44]. More recently, Bao et al. created a simple

microfluidic device that physically traps and then performs electrical lysis on E. coli cells

[45]. The device integrates the capture of cells using a microscale bead array that acts as a

microscale matrix filter. The microfluidic bead array then provides an ideal, reusable

platform for the incorporation of applied periodic electrical pulses in the channel. Electrical

lysis stands as an advantageous method due to both its rapid lysis and selectivity toward the

cell membrane, leaving organelle membranes and a majority of other intracellular

biomolecules undamaged [46]. Many biochemical reactions occur on time scales of seconds
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or less, and as a result, the microsecond speed of electrical disruption becomes vital in the

analysis of cellular properties such as enzymatic activity. However, due to the need for an

external electrical voltage, cost and complexity of the procedure may substantially increase.

Device fabrication and control may also be relatively difficult, and electrodes may have a

very limited lifespan and restrict further experimentation. While electrical lysis is more

complicated and costly than methods such as thermal, its speed and efficiency may be a

beneficial tradeoff for certain experiments.

Another critical part to sample preparation is the mixing of reagents with collected samples

as a precursor for satisfying requirements of any downstream assay. So far, many

microfluidic systems have utilized valve-based systems to route the sample to many reaction

chambers [47]. The Ismagilov laboratory at Caltech has introduced an innovative technique,

so-called, “SlipChip” to perform multiplex microfluidic reaction by mixing without any

pumps or valves [48]. No bonding during fabrication of devices and no active/passive valves

for operation are very attractive features as a POC diagnostic platform. Similar techniques

were introduced based on the preloaded plate-based method [49], [50]. Many other sample

preparation methods exist such as a preconcentration module for concentrating extremely

low analytes [51] and embedded actuation system (e.g. electrochemical pump [52].

III. Signal Amplification and Transduction

In order to perform reliable signal transduction, biospecimens and their related signals must

be amplified immediately after sample preparation. Signal enhancement of desired

biomolecules ranging from oligonucleotides to proteins will greatly enhance laboratory or

physician disease detection through the observation of key biomarkers. In the case of

infectious diseases, one can aim at amplifying strain specific DNAs or mRNAs for verifying

the existence of foreign entities such as virus (HIV) and bacteria [Malaria, Tuberculosis

(TB)]. In addition to infectious diseases, diseases caused by genetic anomalies such as

cancer can be diagnosed by detecting certain abnormalities in specific gene expressions. A

common example arises in lung cancer, where patients are known to express three times the

amount of the hTERT gene as fragments found as circulating DNA in blood [53]. Similarly,

lung cancer patients on average are found to express 2.3 times more exosomal miRNA than

a typical control group [54]. As depicted in Fig. 4, the timely progression of several key

experiments are coming up as stepping-stones for future avenues of integrating signal

amplification and transductions on a self-reliable iMDX device.

All genetic material, including DNA, RNA, and miRNA, can be specifically sequence-based

amplified through a common laboratory practice known as polymerase chain reaction

(PCR). Initial attempts for on-chip integration of the PCR were made in 1998. A report

published in Science demonstrated the use of a micromachined chemical amplifier to

perform the PCR in a continuous flow at a high speed [55]. The research group converted

standard thermocycling into a spatiotemporal flow pattern, having liquid flow through two

defined heat blocks for annealing and denaturation of nucleic acids, with an entire

amplification achieved in approximately 10 min. In the same year, Burns et al. demonstrated

the use of an integrated nanoliter DNA analysis device with microheaters, thermistors, and

detectors in a microfluidic platform [56]. Many small but noticeable variations have
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additionally tried to accomplish the PCR on a small scale as shown in Fig. 5 [57]. Kim et al.

show the successful PCR on chip in nanodroplets dispersed in an oil phase based on the

application of low-power (~30 mW) laser radiation as an optical heating source [58]. For

RNA species, the reverse transcription step was additionally incorporated into a single chip

for POC clinical diagnostics [59]. An additional DNA extraction step was added to a

microchip along with the real-time PCR for rapid pathogen detection [60]. Various other

integrated PCRs on-chip have been reported over the two last decades [61] and their review

can be found in Lab Chip Focus [62]. Although the design and applications of many on-chip

PCRs vary widely, utilizing microfabricated devices holds a clear advantage in

demonstrating enhanced analytical performance, superior component miniaturization,

enabling high-throughput, and improved automation.

Unfortunately, the nature of the PCR thermocycling makes it a challenge to integrate onto an

existing microfluidic system. Advancements by groups such as Shah et al. have worked on

noncontact heating through microwave energy to simplify and improve amplification setups

[63]. Still, the PCR unavoidably necessitates a cycling of temperatures, adding significant

power consumption, complexity, and cost to the whole process. In order to compensate the

thermocycling steps of the PCR, isothermal amplification methods have recently received

much attention due to its simplicity in maintaining the same temperature during the entire

amplification. One isothermal amplification method known as LAMP (loop mediated

isothermal amplification) incorporates a versatility that allows it to function on many

different microfluidic POC systems. LAMP is a single-tube amplification process in which

the DNA of interest is amplified using a set of primers at a constant temperature of 65–70 °C

[64]. LAMP also has the ability to amplify miRNA species, which are 25 bases long on

average. This amplification scheme is especially amenable to adaptation onto a portable

iMDx setup. Li et al. demonstrated ultrasensitive amplification of Let-7a with selectivity by

amplifying similar miRNAs to Let-7a [65], [66]. Since Let-7a is closely related to human

cancer and plays a key role in suppressing tumors, isothermal amplification methods widen

the horizon for possible cancer diagnostics. Our lab has begun to optimize the integration of

LAMP-based assays on-chip using a self-powered degassing method for automated

molecular detection. Current assays allow for visualization with the naked eye through

proper illumination facilitated by fluorescent excitation for quantitative analysis [67]. For

further quantitative analysis of existing pathogenic DNA in a sample, Gansen et al.

developed a self-digitized LAMP using a microfluidic chamber array. Fig. 5 demonstrated

an accurate quantification of relative and absolute DNA concentrations with sample volumes

of less than 2 μl [68]. Increasing motivation toward on-chip integration of LAMP has led

Hsieh et al. to develop a microfluidic electrochemical quantitative LAMP (MEQ-LAMP)

allowing for the rapid, sensitive, and quantitative detection of designated DNA [69]. As

shown in Fig. 5, MEQ-LAMP reaction achieves real-time quantitative detection at a high

specificity through the employment of six different primers. Overall platform effectiveness

has led to the detection of at least 16 copies of genomic DNA of food-borne illnesses in less

than an hour, establishing a powerful position in utilizing LAMP for potential iMDx.

Other isothermal amplification techniques have also been developed more recently, and

researchers are now trying to incorporate these techniques into a given POC platform.
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Transcription mediated amplification [70], nucleic acid sequence-based amplification

(NASBA) [71], single primer isothermal amplification [72], rolling circle amplification [73],

helicase-dependent amplification [74], strand displacement amplification [75], recombinase

polymerase amplification [76], and smart amplification process version 2 [77] are the best-

known isothermal amplification methods for readily integrated devices using a microfluidic

system. The detailed description of these amplification method’s descriptions can be found

in [78]–[80].

While oligonucleotides play a key role in disease detection, biomarkers, indicators of

biological states or conditions, are majorly protein-based. Unfortunately, unlike their

nucleotide-based counterparts, proteins cannot be amplified directly by well-known

polymerases. Conventional methods for signal amplification have therefore utilized indirect

signal transduction such as ELISA (Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay). These

immunoassays use an enzymatic substrate to transduce a signal that is proportional to the

original quantity of the antigen in the sample. Quantification of these assays then measures

the absorbance for the intensity of a given solution color through a plate reader. The ease-of-

concept and efficiency of ELISA has made it a gold standard for protein-based

amplification; however, complexity in terms of protocol makes it hard to implement in

resource limited settings. To solve this problem, many variations on signal transduction have

been discovered for POC applications. Lateral flow immunoassay is a variation from ELISA

that allows users to visibly distinguish end results with their naked eye. A classic example of

a lateral flow immunoassay is thepregnancy kit. The pregnancy kit demonstrates a compact,

cost-efficient naked eye detection method for a specific hormone found in the urine of

pregnant women (see Fig. 6). Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) is targeted for

determining pregnancy because of a doubling rate of 72 h after conception, allowing for

simple detection through a clean lateral flow immunoassay.

Unfortunately, most biomarkers targeting infectious and/or genetic diseases are low in

abundance, poor in stability, and sometimes go through significant interference incomplex

biosamples such as blood. In order to efficiently generalize the use of point-of-care

diagnostics, it is necessary to demonstrate ultrasensitive detection schemes through a

reliable method of amplification. Initial efforts toward on-chip integration of ELISA was

initially developed and characterized by Eteshola et al. The group demonstrated the first

preliminary evaluation of a heterogeneous sandwich enzyme-linked immunoassay through

an innovative method design in a PDMS microfluidic device [81]. In another effort to

integrate reliable protein detection, Gervais et al. incorporated microfluidic functional

elements, reagents, and analyte molecules collectively into a one-step immunoassay using a

capillary-driven microfluidic platform [82]. Addition of only a small sample volume is noted

to trigger a large cascade of events leading from sample preparation to signal transduction

through a fluorescence microscope. Amplification and the ability to transduce signals from

biomolecules of low quantity are critical to the generalized function of a disease diagnostic

device. For signal amplification applications in biospecimens, the Stevens laboratory used

nanoparticle growth to obtain significant color change from a blue to red solution in the

presence or absence of target molecule p24 for naked-eye detection of HIV (see Fig. 6) [83].

Their data revealed extreme sensitivity in a range as low as 1 × 10−18 g/ml, using clinical
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trials to confirm the validity against HIV patients. The sera of 30 donors was assayed with

plasmonic ELISA with their assay determining HIV infection even with less than 50 copies

of viral load from ten patients. In a similar design, our laboratory has developed a plasmonic

method to distinguish the presence and absence of amyloid beta through nanoparticle

aggregation, enabling the naked eye to detect Alzheimer’s disease diagnostic [84]. However,

due to many of these techniques being based on a 96-well plate technology, they are not

readily available for sample-to-answer iMDx.

A promising extension of plasmonic application on signal transduction is Raman Scattering

or SERS (Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy). As shown in Fig. 6, Liu and Lee utilized

a nanowell array fabricated by soft-lithography achieving label-free detection of

biomolecules with gigantic signal enhancement of 107 [85]. Park et al. demonstrated a

microfluidic and nanofluidic interface to enhance the signal from dengue virus by using

SERS [51]. Many SERS-based detection schemes are attractive because of their extreme

signal amplification capability; however, this methodology is not readily available for

standalone diagnostics since it requires a complicated external signal reader. In addition to

SERS, another variation of plasmonic detection includes photonic crystals designed to

reflect selected bands of wavelengths when illuminated. The field of biophotonbic crystals

offers an alternate label-free and ultrasensitive biochemical or cell-based assay that has been

researched extensively by Cunningham et al. [86], [87].

Research in the field of micro- and nanocantilevers has allowed label-free detection of a

variety of different biomolecules, on chip. The Craighead laboratory established the world

record of measuring the weight of a single virus particle by using a laser actuated cantilever

device [88], later on incorporating this ultrasensitive cantilever in a microfluidic platform

[89]. Arntz et al. developed a functional label-free protein detection device using an array of

microfabricated cantilevers functionalized with covalently anchored antibodies [90].

Biomarker proteins were detected via sensitive measurements of surface stress placed by

antigen–antibody molecular recognitions. Sensitivity for myoglobin detection, the

biomolecule of choice in the experiment, was found to be as low as 20 μg/ml. Use of micro-

cantilevers has been repeated and slightly varied by labs such as Wee et al. [91] and

branched into areas of DNA detection as well [92]. Label-free detection also includes

fabrications of silicon nanowire devices. Found to be effectively used for a wide variety of

biomolecular applications, the general idea revolves around coating the wires with desired

receptors and then measuring the conductance through the wires. Several groups have done

extensive research into both the fabrication and biomolecular detection capabilities of silicon

nanowires, showing promising results for the application to be incorporated for on-chip

diagnostic purposes [93]–[95].

Currently, antibodies serve as standard reagents that can bind various disease targets with

high affinity and specificity. Antibodies have been extensively utilized for many

applications in medical and life sciences research, but have shortcomings in their general use

as disease capture reagents for high-throughput capture and detection. For the long-term

storage, antibodies also show vulnerability against heat and are susceptible to degradation

over time. In contrast to antibodies, target-specific ap-tamers can easily be generated

regardless of immunogenicity or target toxicity. Once a specific aptamer has been selected
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and sequenced, unlimited amounts of the exact same aptamer can be synthesized with little

effort and investment [96]. Avoiding the cost of reagent maintenance, storage, and

transportation, aptamers are the perfect candidate as an essential recognition component of

diagnostic devices [97]. In an attempt to utilize its growing capabilities, Csordas et al.

demonstrated indirect amplification of proteins in serum through micromagnetic aptamers

PCR technology [98]. After tagging aptamers with micromagnetic beads, the group selected

target-aptamer complexes and selectively amplified them with the real-time PCR. Protein

signal transduction was ultimately made possible by aptamer amplification. Collectively,

aptamers characteristics and current research looking into further applications put them as a

strong candidate for integration into an iMDx platform.

Ever since a family of aptamers has been approved by U.S. Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) as a therapeutic reagent (Macugen) for macular degeneration by targeting Vascular

Endothelial Growth Factor [99], clinical use of aptamers has now become a hot topic [100].

However, one major hurdle to overcome is its low-throughput and labor-intensive selection

process, so-called Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment). Many

microfluidic platforms [15], [101]–[104] have been introduced in order to reduce this

burdensome work-flow, but still more efficient and automated platforms are required for

clinical use of the aptamers.

Finally, the combination of gene expression and protein immunoassay was developed by

Dimov et al. from a few mammalian cells enabling sample prepartion of the input cells with

effective perturbation of the cell and simultaneous real-time optical analysis for gene and

protein assay [105].

IV. Integrated System

The last part of this review is the integration of modules introduced previously and their

possible clinical use in proposed devices with patient samples. Starting with the

development of the first pregnancy kit [106], integration has grown as a field of

functionality and innovation where numerous modules and inputs/outputs are elegantly

arranged for complete optimization [107]. Several attempts for a fully functional integrated

platform have already been made (Fig. 7), and reviews such as Soper et al., have already

gone over different methods of biosensor integration in field such as cancer diagnostics and

general POC devices [108]. General consensus remains that in order to implement highly

multiplexed but low-complexity iMDx, the final product should be capable to integrate the

technologies required for portable analysis of clinical samples. To add to this discussion, we

will also include a review of paper microfluidic systems, a relatively new field that

incorporates all necessary modules in one paper platform.

Fabrication of a complete sample-in answer-out diagnostic platform slowly came to fruition

when Easley et al. connected injected whole blood with endpoint genetic analysis on a

single device [109]. The device claims to perform DNA purification and PCR-based

amplification all on-chip, connecting modules of sample preparation and amplification

together. Injections of nanoliter aliquots of amplicon enabled the device to also perform

electrophoretic separation, complementing the first two modules with a form of signal
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transduction. While the device does contain certain practical drawbacks, it helped pave the

way as a sample for a fully integrated POC system.

A model example for a fully integrated diagnostic microfluidic platform nicknamed the

mChip (mobile microfluidic chip for immunoassay on protein markers) was developed by

the Sia laboratory to be applied for medical testing in areas of Rwanda, India, and Tanzania

[110]. The mChip contains the complete integration of multiple microfluidic technologies

for manufacturing, fluid handling, and signal transduction based with a miniaturized ELISA

protocol. Sample preparation starts by retrieving only several microliters of blood, which

can be obtained on site from a needle prick. Reagents are then delivered to the sample

through a bubble-based method, where metered plugs of reagents are introduced

sequentially into a tubing separated by air spaces, to deliver antibodies, washing solutions,

and signal development solutions. Fig. 8 shows signal amplification by on-chip ELISA,

followed shortly after by transduction both performed using minimal instrumentation. A

device as simple as a cellular phone is then used to detect any signals and create a following

prognosis on the presence of HIV or syphilis. Everything in the chip is self-driven with no

moving parts, electricity, or external instrumentation needed. Using a reproducible and low-

cost fabrication method, the mChip shows promise in clinical settings and is one of the few

fully integrated autonomous diagnostic platforms to treat samples from retrieval to

transduction. Fluctuations in temperature are recorded to likely affect the performance of the

mChip, and while such obstacles are important to overcome to create a fully applicable

iMDx device, the mChip is a first step to future diagnostic research.

Greatly inspired by the simplicity behind pregnancy diagnostics, developments in paper-

based iMDx have flourished in recent times by showing the ability to integrate several

functional modules into a basic, low-cost paper device (Fig. 9). In an effort to create an

innovative, pump-free, and extremely low-cost integrated microfluidic platform, the

Whitesides Group at Harvard University helped establish what is now known as the rapidly

emerging field of paper microfluidics [111]. Working on the principle of passive capillary-

driven flow through patterned paper channels, paper microfluidics has been considered as an

easy-to-prototype, inexpensive, lightweight, and biocompatible design offering a useful new

method for the fabrication of microfluidic devices. Due to the rapid popularization of the

field, many research groups have designed a variety of new fabrication methods starting

from baseline photolithography methods [112]–[114] to inkjet etching [115], [116], inkjet

printing [117], [118], wax printing [119]–[121], and laser treatment [122]. Methods of

simply cutting designs have also led Fenton et al. to a cutting technique where paper

patterns are first cut precisely by a computer-controlled plotter and then sandwiched

between vinyl or polyester plastic sheets to protect assay surfaces [123]. With fabrication

methods moving toward simple and low-cost processes, even the type of paper and the

following preparation steps were brought into account. Entire fabrications taking less than

10 min have been recorded, using materials such as an omniphobic RF paper prepared from

the reaction of hydrophilic cellulose paper with fluoroalkyl trichlorosilanes in the gas phase

[124].

In addition to fabrication processes, structure developments have widened the areas of

applications for paper platforms. Martinez et al. started off by fabricating 3-D fluidic
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networks in paper simply by patterning and stacking multiple layers of network designed

papers [113] as shown in Fig. 9. The push of paper microfluidics into 3-D expanded the

capabilities of the field to incorporate multiplexing tests and multiple functional zones. Key

diagnostic amplification methods such as ELISA have also been adapted to fit paper-based

platforms, as described by Cheng et al. [125]. Paper-based ELISA, also known as P-ELISA,

shows promise in terms of convenience, low cost, and ease-of-use due to its compatibility

with paper platforms. Unfortunately, P-ELISA is also less sensitive than conventional

ELISA on the order of a magnitude, while also suffering from concerns over contamination

and exposed environment conditions when working in tests zones open to the atmosphere.

Research from Martinez et al. utilizes the development of 3-D microfluidic paper-based

platforms that can be programmed, after fabrication, by the user to generate multiple

patterns of flow [126]. These devices are controlled by pressing one-time “on” buttons that

closes a small space between two vertically aligned channels and allow fluid to transfer from

one channel to the other. The basis of these devices give the end-user freedom in controlling

time-sensitive fluid movements between a wide variety of samples, opening up the

possibility to choose which biomarkers to test for at which times. Finally, incorporation of

electrodes and circuits onto paper platforms is a budding field that has garnered some recent

research but has yet to be fully established [127]. In addtion to the White-side lab, the Yager

group complimented the advancement of paper microfluidics through the implementation of

their own devices [128].

Along with the integration of the functional modules introduced previously, a portable

detection system plays as a final component for full iMDx performance in resource-limited

settings. Because a variety of signal transduction methods currently exist, corresponding

detection modules should accompany methods used to provide direct interpretation of

results. In light of this, Schumacher et al. fabricated a device incorporating several

diagnostic steps typically seen in laboratories. After necessary sample preparation and

amplification, the device performs a diagnostic assay through a self-performing assay

protocol, data acquisition, and data analysis in just 15 min [129]. Our laboratory has

developed a portable detection system, microfluidic bioamplification reader (MicroBAR) in

order to interpret the final stages of iMDx performance throughout a variety of resource-

limited areas. This portable instrument, as shown in Fig. 8, uses microfluidic cartridges to

perform a rapid genotyping assay on bacterial or viral pathogens in blood, saliva, or other

bodily fluids. Powered by a rechargeable lithium polymer battery, it features a touchscreen

interface, cell phone and GPS modules, USB interface, and SD card reader for storing assay

results for direct interpretation from the genotyping assay. LAMP technology introduced

previously was used to detect SNPs of pathogenic DNA for TB [67].

The field of paper microfluidics has garnered much applause recently due to its innovative

approach in solving complex fabrication processes and restrictive costs. Valuable

advantages of paper microfluidics include: 1) utilization of a common, flexible, and

extremely cheap cellulosic material, 2) capillary wicking of solutions that provides a means

of transporting fluids without the assistance of an external source, 3) biocompatibility

allowing the storage and immobilization of a variety of reagents, and 4) fabrication

processes that range between a large variety of equipment, speed, precision, and costs. These
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components, in addition to new discoveries into structure and fluid flow designs have put

paper microfluidics on the forefront of potential integrated medical diagnostic devices in

limited-resource settings. Several drawbacks however have been labeled in a detailed review

by Li et al. in the use of paper-based platforms [130]. Solutions reaching the detection zone

at the end of the device typically retain only 50% of the total initial volume, creating

significant concerns with sample retention when the sample quantity is small or retrieval of

a large sample is either costly or impractical. Inefficient sample retention presents a problem

in low-resource settings where the abundance is a luxury. Certain hydrophobic agents, such

as wax, used by previously discussed paper fabrication methods may not be strong enough

to withstand samples of low surface tension. This is because hydrophobic materials such as

wax that are used to detail patterns on paper do not specifically block the paper’s pores,

allowing for low surface tension samples to bypass the barriers and render the device

useless. A low limit of detection of paper-based microfluidic platforms for samples of very

low concentration presents a third critical drawback. Especially in areas where even slight

water contamination or presence of toxin in blood may be critical to health diagnostics,

paper microfluidics may be too ill-equipped to sufficiently detect and offer sound diagnosis

to the medical staff.

V. Prospectives

Although tremendous advancements have been made in microfluidic diagnostic platforms,

the majority of microfluidic works introduced previously is a “proof of principle” or

“ validation of single functionality.” To calibrate the readiness of a device for clinical use,

the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) matrices can be used as an effective protocol [131].

TRL is a measure to assess the readiness of evolving technologies including materials,

components, and devices proposed by the United States Department of Defense. According

to its criteria, the reviewed works above are in the range of TRL3 or TRL4, categorized as

“Analytic Proof of Concept” or “Standalone component validated,” respectively. In order to

integrate each functional module into a unit, the demonstration of a complete iMDx

prototype at the Alpha level (TRL5, Integrated Component Validated) is required according

to recent DARPA’s RFA (Request for Application, DARPA-11-38 and DARPA-11-39). The

demonstrated prototype should be consistent with the requirements for FDA clearance and

Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendment. An Alpha level (TRL 5) iMDx is expected

to be self-calibrating, carrying all necessary reagents to test samples along with negative

controls. Other requirements to achieve a TRL5 iMDx include an ability to dispose and

fabricate at low costs (e.g., injection molding).

As an additional guideline to formulate a sturdy iMDx, we would like to suggest a 3S

criteria—speed, sensitivity and selectivity. Successful integration in compliance with the 3S

criteria will help commercialize the given product. As an example, the first in-home FDA-

approved HIV test, OraQuick, was released in 2012. According to our 3S criteria, the device

complies with 1) speed—the result can be obtained in 20 min, 2) sensitivity—antibodies

generated by the human immune system three months after suspected incident can even be

obtained by gum swab, 3) selectivity—diagnosing HIV infection with more than 99%

accuracy. Furthermore, clinical validation regarding the performance of the device can be

found in [132]–[135].
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A successful iMDx will comply with the 3S criteria suggested above for POC diagnostics in

resource-limited settings, showing the necessary level of independence to be fully functional

as a standalone platform as shown in Fig. 10. By incorporating the methods of sample

preparation, amplification, and signal transduction indicated in this review, future research

into the development of an innovative microfluidic platform will undoubtedly offer a simple

and efficient alternative to current medical equipment. Furthermore, development of a low-

cost, portable, sensitive, and fully integrated iMDx will revolutionize medical diagnostics in

numerous settings across the world and the field of diagnostic devices.
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Fig. 1.
Chronicle development of on-chip sample preparation system: microfabricated nanobarb for

mechanical cell lysis (2003) [37], sample preservation utilizing a naturally reoccurring

organic compound (2004) [8], on-chip electrochemical integration for membrane disruption

(2005) [31], innovative method for soft sample mixing through a SlipChip system (2009)

[48], and gravity-driven fluid dynamic blood–plasma separation (2011) [19]. Reproduced

from [8], [19], [31], [37], and [48] with permission.
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Fig. 2.
(a) Schematic diagram for SIMBAS. Cross-sectional views describing the principle of

microfluidic trench-based filtration. The presence of degas-driven flow removes the need for

an external pumping system. Reprinted from [19] permission from the Royal Society of

Chemistry (RSC). (b) Restriction effect of blood separation. (a) Schematic view of the blood

flow in microfluidic channel. (b) A 1:20 diluted sample injected at 100 μL/min with an 18-

μm difference after restriction enables the device to separate. Reprinted from [28] with

permission from Springer. (c) Standing SAWs enable effective separation of bacteria from

blood. Reprinted from [18] with permission from ACS.
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Fig. 3.
(A) Integrated microfluidic cell culture and lysis on a chip. Electrodes are on either side of

the trapping region, which is preceded by a high resistance, or pinched, section. Scale bars

are 1.3 mm. Reprinted from [32] with permission of RSC. (B) The schematic view of the

electrical lysis device including the orifice. The electric field was highly focused through

geometrical constriction of the fluidic channel. The concentrated electric field effectively

lysed cells in a brief period of time. Reprinted from [40] with permission of Elsevier. (C)

On-chip development of ultrasharp nanoblade arrays improving previous nanoknives

mechanical lysis experimentation. Reprinted from [38] with permission of RSC. (D) On-

chip chemical lysis using continuous flow for rapid erythrocyte lysis. Lysis efficiency

correlated with the distance traveled in the microfluidic system. Reprinted from [35] with

permission of ACS.
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Fig. 4.
Historical advancement of on-chip amplification for signal transduction: spatiotemporal

variation in temperature allows for quick DNA amplification (1998) [55], on-chip

integration of ELISA for protein detection (2001) [81], photonic crystal structures enabling

label-free and ultrasensitive protein detection, (2006) [87], CD platform for on-chip PCR to

detect Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (2010) [61] integrated microfluidic array

for simultaneous gene and protein expression monitoring from a few cells (2011) [97], and

digital improvement of bench top LAMP into on-chip integration (2012) [68]. Reproduced

from [55], [61], [68], [81], [87], and [97] with permission.
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Fig. 5.
(A) Drawing of the on-chip PCR system with the optical configuration underneath. The

integrated heater enables the light to interact with the sample placed above the heater. (Top

right) A figure of four reactions at the glass on the top of the heaters. (Bottom) Photograph

of the total system for PCR amplification. Reprinted from [57] with permission of RSC. (B)

On-chip integration of reverse-transcription PCR for detection of pathogenic RNA species.

Reprinted from [59] with permission of RSC. (C) Digitalized quantification of lambda DNA

concentration by LAMP. An array of 535 wells is shown before (left) and after (right)

incubation at 65 °C for 70 min. By counting the number of chambers with florescence, one

can conjecture Reprinted from [68] with permission from RSC. (D) Microfluidic

electrochemical detection via LAMP to detect pathogenic DNA for POC purposes.

Reprinted from [69] with permission of Wiley.
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Fig. 6.
(A) A schematic of plasmonic ELISA. Color change by nanoparticle formation enables

naked eye detection of pathogenic biomarkers such as p24. Reprinted from [83] with

permission from the Nature Publishing Group (NPG). (B) Aptamer-based protein detection

scheme aided by micromagnetic beads and microfluidics. Reprinted from [90] with

permission from Wiley. (C) A diagram of an integrated microfluidic chip using a Raman

imaging system for label-free bimolecular detection. Reprinted from [85] with permission

from AIP. (D) Capillary-driven microfluidics for one-step POC immunodiagnostics using

antibodies (dAbs) and capture antibodies (cAbs). Reprinted from [82] with permission from

RSC.
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Fig. 7.
Timeline progression of on-chip system integration: initial attempt in microfabricating on-

chip PCR along with several sample detection methods on a single device (1998) [56], fully

integrated system brought to developing countries for the detection of infectious disease by

incorporating a sample preparation and POC ELISA like assay for amplification (2011)

[110], highly-integrated LOC system for multiparameter analysis in a cartridge microfluidic

platform (2012) [128], and MicroBAR system to reliably confirm the existence of

pathogenic DNA via LAMP (2013) [67]. Parallel development of integrated paper

microfluidic including various aspects needed from a fully functional iMDx platforms.

Reproduced from [56], [67], [110], and [128] with permission.
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Fig. 8.
(a) Schematic of an early-integrated PCR on chip integrating microfluidic channels,

microheaters, temperature sensors, and detectors. Reprinted from [56] with permission from

AAAS. (b) An integrated device for POC assays. The red O-rings were used to interface

with external pumping systems. Reprinted from [107] with permission from NPG. (c) An

example of system integration and pictures of integrated microfluidic device. The data

represent fluid handling of a POC ELISA-like assay. This device is tested in the developing

countries targeting Syphilis and HIV. Reprinted from [110] NPG with permission. (d) The

design of the MicroBAR system and operation. (a) A disposable microfluidic cartridge is

loaded with sample fluid (e.g., blood) via SIMBAS degas-driven flow. (b)–(c) The

instrument features blue excitation LEDs on the side of the chip. An ITO substrate provides

uniform heating across the reaction chambers of the chip. Below this substrate is a green

plastic emission filter followed by a neoprene foam barrier with holes. The microfluidic chip

sticks to the surface of the ITO. Reprinted from [67] with permission from PLOS.
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Fig. 9.
Past progression of paper microfluidic into integrated diagnostic platform: Primary take-

home biomolecular testing kit used to detect hCG in a single comprehensive platform (1968)

[106], Whiteside lab popularized the concept of using paper as a comprehensive

microfluidic device (2006) A figure from [113]. (2010). Low-cost, pumpless T-sensor and

H-filter in paper networks (2010) [128]. The first in-home test kit for HIV by swapping

gums [135]. Reproduced from [98], [113], [128], and [125] with permission.
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Fig. 10.
An example of a schematic drawing of iMDx. A fully functional POC device should

include: 1) methods of biospecimen preparation, 2) signal amplification and transduction,

and 3) a cost-efficient and easy to fabricate method of integration and application to clinical

settings.
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